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ii Energy–aware Forwarding Strategies for Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) Routing Protocols 
Abstract 
This research investigates suitable communication protocols for relaying sensor 
data from animal tracking applications back to Base Stations (BSs). While Delay 
Tolerant Networks (DTNs) are well suited to such challenging environments, most 
existing protocols do not consider the available energy that is particularly important 
when tracking devices can harvest energy.  
This limits both the network lifetime and delivery probability in energy-
constrained applications to the point when DTN routing performance becomes worse 
than using no routing at all. 
This work shows that substantial improvement in data yields can be achieved 
through simple yet efficient energy-aware strategies. Conceptually, there is need for 
balancing the energy spent on sensing, data muling, and delivery of direct packets to 
destination.  
We use empirical traces collected in a flying fox (fruit bat) tracking project and 
show that simple threshold-based energy-aware strategies yield up to 20% higher 
delivery rates for well-known DTN protocols including Epidemic, Spray and Wait, 
Maxprop and PROPHET. Furthermore, these results generalize well for a wide range 
of operating conditions.  
Keywords 
Animal tracking, Delay Tolerant Network, Routing protocols, Energy-aware routing 
protocol, Forwarding algorithm, The ONE simulator, Wireless sensor networks 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are an active area of research that has gained 
significant attention in the past decade. WSNs are commonly used for monitoring 
indoor or outdoor environments and relaying sensed values to a database. An 
important and challenging application of WSNs is monitoring wildlife where 
attached sensors on the animals can track movement with high temporal and spatial 
resolution [1]. A WSN node has three components, viz., sensing for measuring 
properties of the environment, processing for storing-processing the data and 
wireless communication for transmitting the data to a Base Station (BS) [2]. When 
WSN nodes are attached to animals, they can track the location and activity of those 
animals for understanding of their behaviour. However, for small animals, these 
sensors must be lightweight and necessarily have limited energy available. 
Therefore, new approaches are needed to design WSN system architectures and 
protocols to maximize the retrieved information. 
The main power source of WSN nodes is typically a battery. Power sources such 
as solar panels can be added to the sensor to replenish its energy. A key issue is 
efficient energy use. Since externally recharging or replacing the battery is 
inconvenient or impossible, efficient utilization of energy resources and optimization 
techniques are required to prolong the network lifetime.  
WSN nodes spend a large proportion of their energy on communicating data back 
to a user. While a large body of literature exists for WSN protocols, which are 
relevant to this work, the most relevant background is in the area of an Intermittently 
Connected Network (ICN), a wireless network where there is no end-to-end 
connection between the source and the destination. Specifically, a networking 
paradigm called Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) has been proposed to address 
challenges such as communication disruptions and delays in ICNs [3]. 
The main challenge of DTNs is limited energy resources that constrain nodes to 
local area communications, which means the data cannot be continuously streamed to 
a base station. Instead, data is stored locally until a base station is encountered. To 
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further improve the likelihood of data delivery, nodes may pass data to other nodes 
on other animals in a store-and-forward architecture. 
1.1 MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES  
Understanding the behaviour of flying foxes is an important subject to ecologists, 
as Hendra virus can be transmitted from flying foxes to both horses and humans [53]. 
This is a motivating factor for tracking flying foxes (with delay-tolerant wireless 
networking). The current technology allows animals to be tagged with small GPS 
tags with wireless radios to track their locations and activities in real time [51]. A 
challenge is the limited communication range of the wireless tags, typically these 
needs to be within 200m from a base station to establish a download link. Tracking 
flying foxes requires stringent size and weight constraints for animal collars resulting 
in limited available energy resources for sensing, processing, storage and 
communication tasks.  
Early deployments of the flying fox monitoring tags show that some animals do 
not return to the base station for many months, if at all [7]. The use of DTN 
techniques such as data muling can improve the data capture rate, but decisions about 
how to consume available energy and when to exchange data have not been 
previously explored. 
The main objective of this thesis is to develop a DTN routing protocol for a 
specific use-case scenario, i.e., tracking of animal species. The protocol needs to be 
adaptive to the behaviour characteristics of different animal species (such as diurnal 
and nocturnal) and consider data muling and delay tolerance to improve data delivery 
rates in scenarios with sparse base-station infrastructure and infrequent inter-animal 
contacts. Specifically, if an animal is known to be a regular visitor to a location near 
a base station, it can act as a data mule for other animals it encounters whose data has 
not been downloaded. This study focuses on methods that take into consideration the 
limited energy resources available on the animal tracking tags and uses the location 
information to optimize routing decisions. The research will investigate new energy-
aware routing strategies with the goal of improved packet delivery rates and 
appropriate utilization of residual energy. 
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1.2 MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS  
The focus of this study is efficient utilization of the available energy in 
resource constrained mobile sensor nodes to prevent early depletion of the battery 
and maximize the packet delivery rate. The main contributions of this thesis are as 
follows: 
• Evaluate the relative performance of various DTN algorithms based on 
typical flying fox tracking data obtained from animal field trials, under 
energy constraints, and extend the ONE simulator with a detailed energy 
model that supports energy storage and harvesting, 
• Propose two new network protocol strategies to improve both the network 
lifetime and delivery probability in energy constrained applications,  
• Extend the existing DTN routing protocols with energy-awareness and 
provide a comparative analysis of the proposed energy-aware strategies, and 
• Evaluate the enhanced routing protocols in different operating context to 
study relative performance improvements and trade-offs of the energy-aware 
strategies. 
1.3 PUBLICATION 
Kaviani, Mahzad, Branislav, Kusy, Jurdak, Raja, Bergmann, Neil, Zhao, Kun, 
& Liu, Vicky, “Delay tolerant routing protocols for energy-neutral animal tracking”, 
In 3rd International Workshop on Energy Harvesting and Energy Neutral Sensing 
Systems (ENSsys 2015), 1 November 2015, Seoul, South Korea. 
1.4 THESIS OUTLINE 
The reminder of the thesis is organized as follows: 
Chapter 2: This chapter reviews the history of Delay Tolerant Networking 
(DTN) and focuses on existing routing protocols. Specifically it reviews energy 
aware protocols to identify a research gap in the area of energy efficient routing for 
DTN. 
Chapter 3: This chapter presents the research questions and the methodology of 
the study. 
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Chapter 4: This chapter presents the proposed novel motivating application and 
experimental strategies. 
Chapter 5: This chapter presents the analysis and evaluation of the performance 
of DTN routing protocols with proposed strategies in different operating conditions. 
Chapter 6: This chapter presents the outcomes of this research and provides 
possible directions for future research. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The relevant literature in the field of Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) is 
reviewed, particularly focusing on the impact of constrained energy resources in 
DTN. This literature review investigates existing routing protocols for DTN and 
identifies opportunities for improvement, if a suitable energy efficient routing 
protocol does not exist. In particular, this research is motivated by a specific 
application of tracking the location of small highly mobile animals, such as flying 
foxes, with WSN nodes. The node has a constrained energy budget including stored 
energy and harvested energy input from solar cells. This literature review identifies 
the scope of existing work that addresses energy efficiency in DTN routing 
protocols. Efficient usage of the limited energy budget within the sensor carried by 
flying foxes will improve the amount of data that is downloaded from the sensors. 
The literature review covers DTN with limited energy in detail; and it is classified 
into four main sections, as shown in Figure 1. The purpose of section 2.2 is to gain a 
better understanding of Delay Tolerant Networking, its features and basic issues. 
Section 2.3 is focused on routing protocols for DTN. Section 2.4 explains the 
challenges of DTN protocols and section 2.5 reviews the existing energy-efficient 
DTN routing protocols, which have been considered by previous researchers. Finally, 
the ONE simulator that is used in this project is discussed in section 2.6. 
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Figure 1. Structure of Literature Review 
2.2 OVERVIEW OF DELAY TOLERANT NETWORKS (DTN)  
A Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) is an intermittently connected (wireless) 
mobile ad hoc network, which provides no guarantees of end-to-end connectivity 
between the source and the destination. For successful data transmission in the 
network in the presence of delay and interruption, cooperation between nodes is 
required. [4].  
DTN is suitable for various environments, such as disconnected and disrupted 
environments with long delivery delay. DTNs have been studied in the wider field of 
wireless mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) [5] and have been applied in large-scale 
wireless sensor networks using scheduled intermittent connectivity [6, 7], satellite 
networks with moderate delays [8] or periodic connectivity and underwater acoustic 
networks [9] with frequent interruptions. 
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In the DTN protocol stack, a bundle layer, which is an end-to-end message-
oriented overlay, is implemented under the application layer and running above the 
transport layer. The bundle protocol is a single unit of combined information data, 
which is exchanged and forwarded in the DTN [3][10]. As shown in Figure 2, DTN 
adds one extra layer to the original five layers in the Internet Protocol stack.  
 
Figure 2. Original and Modified Protocol Stack [3] 
Routing protocols for conventional networks and MANETs are inadequate to 
provide successful data transmission in DTNs owing to a lack of persistent end-to-
end connectivity. To overcome intermittent connectivity, DTN provides a common 
method called the store-carry-forward approach [11]. In this approach, messages can 
be transferred between source and destination in several hops. When the message is 
generated, it will be stored in the buffer of the source node then forwarded to the 
encountered nodes. When the next node is not immediately available then the 
message would be stored in a buffer and carried during movement until an 
appropriate communication opportunity arises. This is repeated until the message 
reaches its destination. Various routing protocols have been proposed based on the 
store-carry-forward technique to control and manage issues such as high latency, 
long delay, limited resources, frequent disconnections and opportunistic or 
unpredictable connections [12].  
2.2.1 Fundamental Issues in DTNs  
Shen, et al. [5] assessed some key properties of DTNs. The fundamental 
properties of DTN are a low data rate and high latency. Due to intermittent 
connectivity in DTNs, nodes may have a low chance of meeting each other during a 
long time interval, leading to a lower data delivery rate and higher latency in data 
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delivery. Disconnection or intermittent connectivity, long queuing delay, limited 
longevity and resource constraints are other features of DTNs. 
The main challenges of intermittent connectivity are dynamically changing 
network routes, existence of transient low-quality network links, and large non-
deterministic delays between data sources and sinks. Delay Tolerant Networks have 
some issues that are not present in traditional networks. Khabbaz, et al. [3] and Cao 
and Sun [13] reviewed some key issues in DTNs.  
• Transmission reliability: The routing protocols should confirm 
successful and stable delivery of data by returning an acknowledgement 
from the destination to the source after receiving the message for later use. 
• Buffer space: In DTNs, messages may be stored in a buffer for a long 
period of time due to intermittent connectivity until the next available 
exchange opportunity. Therefore sufficient buffer space is required for 
storing all pending messages (which have not been delivered to their 
destination) to avoid dropping due to buffer overload.  
• Energy: The motion of nodes and lack of a mains power connection is the 
reason for limited energy in DTNs. Networking requires energy for 
sending, receiving and storing messages, which will deplete the battery 
and reduce node lifetime.  
• Routing objective: Maximizing the probability of message delivery and 
minimizing resource consumption are important routing objectives. 
Cao and Sun [13] explained that mobility is an additional challenge in DTNs 
that plays a significant role in routing performance. Selecting a suitable mobility 
model is essential in DTNs for evaluating the routing performance. The focus of this 
work has mostly been on improving the probability of delivering packets to the 
destination by maximizing resource utilization. 
2.2.2 Applications 
Khabbaz, et al. [3] discussed significant application areas for wireless sensor 
networks such as wildlife tracking (ZebraNet), connectivity in underdeveloped 
regions (Dacknet), inter-vehicular and vehicle-infrastructure connectivity (Vehicular 
Communication), social awareness and pocket-switched-based networking 
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(PeopleNet SocialNet). A recent exciting application area is animal tracking, which 
has been receiving significant attention in both computer science and biology 
research. Tracking the position and activity of wildlife species, farm animals, and 
people are all important application domains of WSN. 
Several animal species and objects have been tracked, including zebras [6, 14], 
badgers [15], whooping cranes [16], flying foxes [7], cattle [17], or rental bicycles 
[18]. Such systems collect information about the location and activity of the tracked 
objects on a periodic basis. The underlying DTN protocols deliver the collected data 
to a permanent data collection point, called a base station, which has Internet 
connectivity, typically through Wi-Fi or 3G [19]. 
2.2.2.1 Wildlife Tracking 
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have played a significant role in wildlife 
monitoring. Anthony, et al. [16] distinguished the existing wildlife monitoring 
systems with Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) into two groups: infrastructure-
based and ad-hoc. They observed that the infrastructure based solution is not 
practicable for highly mobile animals. For example, approaches for tracking badgers 
[15] with fixed infrastructure are not suitable for monitoring and tracking migrating 
birds. 
The ZebraNet project [14] utilized GPS, Flash memory, a small CPU and a 
wireless transceiver to make collars for tracking animals. This work maintained a 
reliable system by employing the least energy, storage and other resources. The 
challenge for this project is that the base station is mobile and is not fixed. 
Recent work [16] investigates long term tracking of the Whooping Crane 
migration in North America, using platforms that include GPS-enabled collars 
weighting just above 100 grams. As the animal ethics requires that the weight of 
collars placed on flying foxes must be less than 5% of their body weight, tracking 
small-size animals remains a challenge [7].  
 
2.2.2.2 Flying fox monitoring system 
The Camazotz platform is a lightweight and feature-rich mobile sensing 
platform developed by CSIRO and it has been used for collecting empirical flying 
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fox data [19]. Based on the data, Multimodal Activity-based Localisation (MAL) was 
evaluated for flying foxes through simulations to illustrate reduction of the power 
consumption over periodic Global Positioning System (GPS). Camazotz includes a 
GPS receiver for position tracking, accelerometers for activity analysis, a 
microprocessor, data storage and radio for communicating data, a small battery and a 
solar cell for energy harvesting. The size of collars and the dynamic mobility of 
flying foxes were major challenges to be solved. The node is restricted to a weight of 
30g. Figure 3 shows a Camazotz node on a flying fox. 
Flying foxes periodically visit foraging areas at night where they feed. The 
foraging areas are seasonal, depending on which fruits or nectars are currently in 
season. During the day, they sleep in roosting camps. These camps are semi-
permanent, and may contain many thousands of flying foxes. Flying foxes roost in 
trees, so the sensor nodes can harvest energy during the day from their solar cells (as 
opposed to microbats which roost in caves). WSN base stations can be placed at the 
roosting sites to download data collected during the night. 
An individual does not always return to the same roosting site, and not every 
roosting site can be equipped with a base station. DTN protocols can improve 
delivery rates by relaying data from flying foxes, which do not roost near base 
stations. Despite frequent changes in the motion patterns, feeding areas, and resting 
areas, flying foxes follow regular daily patterns that can be exploited by routing 
protocols to improve delivery probability of packets to a base station. 
By using Camazotz and empirical data collected from flying foxes, the overall 
system performance in terms of energy consumption and latency has been 
characterized [7]. Limited available energy still remains a significant challenge for 
DTN between Camazotz nodes.  
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Figure 3. The Camazotz WSN node on an animal[19] 
2.3 DTN ROUTING PROTOCOLS 
DTNs use the store-carry-forward method to deal with interrupted networks 
and support routing protocols based on determining the best node and the best time 
to forward messages to the destination [20]. The primary problem in DTNs is the 
design of efficient routing protocols. A number of routing protocols have been 
proposed for DTNs to deal with a lack of persistent end-to-end connection between 
the source and the destination. The most important objective of a DTN routing 
protocol is maximising the probability of message delivery and minimising the 
message delay. Delivery Ratio, Overhead Ratio and Delivery Delay are three 
common metrics parameters for evaluating routing performance in order to make it 
possible to compare the routing. [13].  
• Delivery Ratio: The ratio of successfully delivered packets to all generated 
packets 
• Overhead Ratio: The total number of message transmissions divided by the 
number of delivered packets 
• Average delay: The average time between message generation at the source 
to reception at the destination. 
Traditional routing algorithms, which have good performance in conventional 
networks, do not work well in DTNs, since in such protocols; the packets are 
dropped when there are no end-to-end paths to reach the destinations. Therefore new 
routing protocols are needed for DTNs. The challenging issue is selecting the best 
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relay node and deciding the best time to forward messages. Therefore researchers 
have proposed various routing protocols for different types of DTNs. 
2.3.1 Classification of Routing Protocols 
DTN routing protocols can be classified in relation to the type of information 
collected by nodes to make the routing decisions. Finding the destination requires 
two different properties: replication and knowledge [21]. Replication uses multiple 
copies of each message to increase the chance of delivery probability and reduce 
delivery latency. Knowledge makes forwarding decisions based on information about 
the network. The DTN routing protocols are classified into two categories based on 
these properties [5, 21, 22]: 
• Flooding routing protocols  
• Forwarding routing protocols. 
In the flooding routing, each node spreads a number of copies of each message 
to other nodes without any information about the structure of the network. The nodes 
keep and store the copies of the messages in their buffer till they encounter the next 
nodes or the destination. The probability of message delivery is increased by using 
message replication because there is a good chance that at least one copy of message 
will reach the destination. The flooding routing protocols include Direct Contact, 
Epidemic Routing, Two-Hop Relaying, Tree-Based Flooding and Prioritized 
Epidemic Routing [5] [20].  
Forwarding routing is a knowledge-based approach without replication. In this 
strategy, knowledge about the network is required by the routing protocol and the 
nodes collect information about other nodes in the network to select the best path to 
forward the message to the destination [21]. Location-Based Routing, Source 
Routing, Per-Hop Routing and Per-Contact Routing belong to the forwarding family 
[5].  
Hua, et al. [23] characterised the existing routing protocols in DTN into three 
categories: 
• Opportunistic protocols: In this category, messages are forwarded to the 
other nodes without knowledge of the network structure. The opportunistic 
protocols could generate a large overhead when the network scale is 
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increased and have many dropped messages. This is similar to flooding 
routing above. 
• Prediction-based protocols: In this protocol, the node finds the best node who 
has the best chance to forward the message to the destination based on 
information and history of the nodes encountered. The prediction-based 
protocols start slowly at the beginning as time is required to compute the 
delivery probability between two nodes and choose the best path with high 
delivery probability. This is similar to forwarding routing above. 
• Scheduling protocols: A scheduling protocol is used in a sparse network to 
forward the messages by controlling the trajectory of the source node. This 
kind of routing does not perform perfectly in large-scale networks. The 
scheduling protocols seem to produce additional cost to the system because 
of low efficiency. 
Namita Mehta and Mehul Shah [4] categorized routing protocols based on 
three important factors: 1) forwarding decision with knowledge of the network, 2) 
controlling the replication of the messages and 3) the number of destinations (Figure 
4). Routing protocols can be Unicast routing, Multicast routing and Broadcast 
routing in terms of the number of destinations [4, 13].  
Based on the replication of messages, routing protocols can be categorized into 
two major categories: Single-copy [24] where one single copy of each message is 
carried by node in the network and Multiple-copy [25] where several copies of each 
message are used for distribution. In terms of dissemination, the Multiple-copy is 
dispersed into flooding-based and Quota-based [26]. In flooding-based protocols 
many copies are made, whereas the number of message copies are limited in quota-
based [4]. 
Furthermore, Namita Mehta and Mehul Shah [4] classify forwarding decisions 
into deterministic and non-deterministic routing protocols based on available 
knowledge of encountered nodes.  
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Figure 4. Classification of DTN Routing Protocols [4] 
The next section provides more details about popular existing DTN routing 
protocols, which are used in this study, specifically, Direct Delivery, Spray and Wait 
(SAW), Epidemic, Probabilistic Routing Protocol using History of Encounters and 
Transitivity (PROPHET) and MaxProp. 
2.3.2 Popular Routing Protocols 
2.3.2.1 Direct Delivery 
The Direct Delivery routing is a single-copy routing protocol [27] where nodes 
only carry one copy of message for transmitting directly to the final destination 
without any relaying to additional nodes [27]. This strategy does not require any 
information about the network and permits the messages to be transmitted through 
one hop only when the source nodes are in contact with the destination. This simple 
protocol has minimum overhead ratio, but has low delivery ratio. It is typically used 
as a comparison to other protocols. [21].  
2.3.2.2 Epidemic 
Vahdat and Becker [28] proposed the opportunistic routing protocol called 
Epidemic, which is a flooding-based forwarding protocol. The objectives of this 
routing are to maximize the delivery of the messages, and minimize the delivery 
latency in message delivery. 
In the Epidemic protocol, nodes send copies of messages to all nodes that they 
encounter with no knowledge of the network. The encountered nodes save the 
messages in their buffer using the store-carry-forward method until meeting another 
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node or destination. The list of messages, which is stored in the node’s buffer, is 
called the summary vector. Whenever two nodes encounter each other they exchange 
their summary vectors and compare them to identify new messages that should be 
downloaded from the encountered node.  
The Epidemic algorithm guarantees high delivery rate and the destination can 
receive all messages from nodes if the buffer capacity of nodes is sufficiently large 
[21]. A common approach in Epidemic is to set a Time-To-Live (TTL) on the expiry 
time for each message, so nodes only keep message copies until the TTL has expired 
[4]. Although Epidemic has high delivery probability, flooding causes high overhead 
due to the number of copied messages in the network, which can congest the 
network. Also by spreading large numbers of messages in the network this type of 
algorithm will consume many resources such as power, bandwidth and buffer space. 
2.3.2.3 Spray And Wait (SAW) 
With the intention of reducing the resource consumption in the Epidemic 
protocol, Spyropoulos, et al. [29] proposed the Spray and Wait routing protocol to 
control the replication of messages in the network. Spray and Wait (SAW) routing is 
a combination of the distribution speed of Epidemic and the simplicity of Direct 
Delivery protocols [13]. Similar to the Epidemic protocol, the SAW protocol copies 
messages without any knowledge of the network topology but it limits the number of 
copies of the message. 
This routing protocol consists of two phases: 
• Spray phase: The source node after generating a new message, sprays L 
message copies to L intermediate nodes it encounters. When the copies are 
received by intermediate nodes these go into the second phase.  
• Wait phase: The intermediate nodes carry all the received messages in 
their buffer and wait until hopefully one of the nodes will encounter the 
final destination and deliver the data to it directly.  
There are two types of Spray and Wait [30, 31] :  
• Source Spray and Wait: In this method, the source node spreads all L-1 copies to 
the first L-1 encountered distinct nodes (each encountered node gets a copy; and 
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the source itself retains a copy), and all nodes with a copy are in the Wait phase 
until they meet the destination and release the copy. 
• Binary Spray and Wait: In Binary type, the source node generates L 
copies of the original message and whenever it meets a node with no 
copies, it transfers half of the copies (L/2) to the node and keeps the 
remaining copies (L/2). The source and relay node with (L>1) copies 
continue this process until a single copy remains, which is delivered to the 
destination directly. 
2.3.2.4 Prophet 
To overcome the performance of Epidemic in terms of improving the delivery 
probability and reducing the consumption of network resources, another DTN 
routing was introduced called Probabilistic ROuting Protocol using History of 
Encounters and Transitivity (PROPHET) [32].  
PROPHET, unlike Epidemic, uses the information which is derived from the 
past node encounters such as number of packet copies, mobility pattern, location, 
contact time and social behavior of nodes to optimize the packet delivery [33]. In 
PROPHET, each node uses a probabilistic metric named delivery predictability, 
P(a,b) ϵ [0,1] which is established at every node, a, for each known destination b, 
indicating the probability of the relay node for delivering packets to the final 
destination
 
[32]. By using this metric, reliable node choice for next message hop can 
be estimated. 
In PROPHET when two nodes encounter each other, they exchange their 
summary vectors including the delivery predictabilities for all destinations known by 
every node and updating the interval delivery predictability. After updating the 
information, nodes decide which message should be exchanged based on forwarding 
strategy. If node a communicates with node c, a carried message with destination b is 
forwarded from node a to c if P(a,b) < P(c,b)
 .
  
PROPHET relies on the calculation of probabilistic metrics to estimate the 
probability of a node delivering the message to the destination which is calculated in 
three parts [34, 35]. 
• When two nodes meet each other, they exchange and update their delivery 
predictability, so the node, which is encountered frequently, has a higher 
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delivery predictability than other encounters. This probabilistic metric is 
calculated as:  
P(a,b) = P(a,b)old + (1 − P(a,b)old) × Pencounter    (2.1) 
Where Pencounter is an initialization constant. 
• When two nodes do not encounter each other, their delivery predictability 
should be low. Equation (2.2) is the aging equation for node where 
γ(gama) ϵ [0,1] is the aging constant and k is the elapsed time since the last 
aging time update. 
P(a,b) = P(a,b)old × γk       (2.2) 
• Another part of the calculation of delivery probability is the transitive 
property. If node a frequently meets node b and node b frequently meets 
node c then node c is a good candidate for forwarding messages intended 
for node a. Equation (2.3) indicates the effect of transitivity on the 
delivery predictability where β(beta) ϵ [0,1] is a scaling constant of the 
effect which the transitivity should have on the delivery predictability.   
P(a,c) = P(a,c)old + (1 − P(a,c)old )× P(a,b) × P(b,c) × β  (2.3) 
2.3.2.5 Maxprop  
Burgess, et al. [36] presented Maxprop, which is a flooding-based routing 
protocol. Maxprop uses knowledge of previous encountered nodes to decide which 
messages should be transmitted or dropped initially by maintaining an ordered queue 
based on the destination of each message.  
When two nodes encounter each other, they exchange their delivery likelihood 
vectors, which are estimations of a cost assigned to each destination. The likelihood 
vector allows them to calculate the shortest distance to reach the destination. 
Computing the shortest path to destination and ordering the nodes in a queue is based 
on the message hop counts and message delivery probability of previously 
encountered nodes.  
The messages are ordered from the highest priority, which is the first message 
for transmitting to other hosts, to lowest priority, which is the first message for 
dropping from buffer when buffer is full [37]. To avoid the repeated propagation of 
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data to the same node, Maxprop uses acknowledgements which delete the delivered 
the copies of the message from the buffer of other hosts. 
2.4 CHALLENGES OF ROUTING PROTOCOLS 
There are many technical challenges in designing the routing protocols for 
DTNs such as long delay, high latency, limited resources, frequent disconnection and 
opportunistic or predictable connections. In several research projects, the 
performance of some of these DTN routing protocols is analysed and compared in 
terms of data delivery rate and latency. 
Mehto and Chawla [30] compared some of the popular routing protocols 
namely Epidemic, MaxProp, PROPHET and Spray and Wait (SaW). They studied 
the impact of varying buffer size and varying "L" copies of total number of nodes on 
the performance of three metrics namely Delivery Ratio, Overhead Ratio, and 
Average Delay by using the Opportunistic Networking Environment (ONE) 
simulator. Desai, et al. [38] investigated and compared three different DTN routing 
protocols: Direct Delivery, Epidemic Routing and Spray and Wait (SaW) by 
focusing on the average packet delivery probability and average latency. They found 
that Direct Delivery has the lowest packet delivery probability and this routing is not 
appropriate for real applications. 
These papers investigate and analyse the performance of DTN routing 
protocols in terms of various buffer sizes and number of nodes. The issue of energy-
aware and energy-efficient DTN routing protocols has not been widely investigated, 
and this is the gap that will be filled by my research. 
Since, previous work has assumed unconstrained energy resources, the 
mainstream DTN protocols do not adjust their behavior based on the available 
energy. This work shows that energy considerations are critically important in 
energy-constrained deployments and can substantially improve data delivery rates. 
2.5 ENERGY-EFFICIENCY OF DTN ROUTING PROTOCOLS 
Different routing protocols with their own diverse characteristics and features 
have been proposed for DTNs. The existing DTN routing protocols do not consider 
the available energy resources when making routing decisions. Only a few 
researchers have investigated energy-aware protocols.  
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The performance of the five DTN routing protocols including Epidemic, Spray 
and Wait, PROPHET, MaxProp and Bubble Rap was evaluated by Socievole and 
Marano [33] using the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) simulator. Their 
analysis revealed the most effective routing protocol with metrics such as delivery 
ratio, delivery latency and energy consumption. They indicated the impact of energy 
consumption on the performance of DTN routing protocols and also evaluated the 
impact of the different forwarding strategies on the energy usage in the mobile node. 
Cabacas, et al. [39] investigated the performance of four existing routing protocols in 
DTN in terms of energy consumption by varying the number of nodes, message size, 
message generation interval and the nodes’ speeds. These works only measured 
energy consumption and did not use energy information for DTN routing decisions. 
Other related works have been conducted in order to evaluate the performance 
of routing protocols under resource constraints and proposed Markovian and 
Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) models to address the problem in DTNs. Li, 
et al. [40] considered the issue of energy-efficient opportunistic forwarding for DTNs 
by introducing a Markov model and designed different types of forwarding. The 
performance of a number of routing protocols, including two-hop relaying, Epidemic 
routing and k-hop forwarding is evaluated by Li, et al. [41] with an energy constraint 
based on a continuous time Markov chain model. The accuracy of the Markov model 
is confirmed by comparison between simulation results and theoretical results. They 
derived expressions for the performance of message delivery delay and delivery 
energy cost analytically without using the ONE simulation. Their work did not 
propose any energy-aware routing protocol. 
The authors in [42] and [43] proposed a message-driven based energy-efficient 
add-on to the existing routing protocols such as the Epidemic routing protocol and 
Two-Hop routing protocol, which uses a forwarding strategy based on the message 
lifetime and delivery probability requirements. They analysed the performance of 
Epidemic Routing (ER) and Two-Hop Routing (2HR) by using analytical models 
such as an ODE model in heterogeneous DTN. In [43] an ODE model was used to 
model the performance of these routing protocols with individual node selfishness. 
The energy-efficiency improvement of their work is revealed by comparing the 
performance of both ER and 2HR protocols. These routing protocols may be suitable 
for this project but based on the fact that they have not evaluated the protocols in 
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realistic applications, using their proposed protocols in the real world wildlife 
monitoring scenario needs further investigation. 
Another body of literature focuses on maximizing network lifetime. Sghaier, et 
al. [44] proposed EXLIOSE (EXtending network LIfetime in Opportunistic SEnsor 
Networks), a routing protocol for mobile WSN based on a new metric called Energy 
Shortage Cost (ESC). The aim of this approach is maximizing network lifetime by 
choosing the next hop based on ESC, which considers the energy consumption and 
residual energy of each sensor node. A decision for transferring the message to other 
nodes is based on calculation of the ESC in each node, and messages are forwarded 
to the neighbour with lower ESC. 
 Cabacas and Ra [45] proposed a novel context-metric queuing method, called 
CEAMS for Delay Tolerant Network to achieve high delivery probability with high 
priority and utilize the node’s energy efficiently in transmission. The new metric 
called Node’s Delivery Capability (NDC) is introduced to sort and queue a message 
in the buffer by using remaining energy of node, speed of node and estimated 
distance to the destination. To achieve effective utilization of a node’s energy in 
transmission, an energy-aware transmission scheme is implemented to assign priority 
levels of messages for forwarding the messages to intermediate nodes. Both 
EXLIOSE and CEAMS methods provide higher message delivery rate and 
performance over protocols that do not take energy into consideration. However, the 
energy consumption and residual energy of nodes are calculated based on radio 
scanning and transmitting energy without considering consumption energy for 
generating message and without considering energy harvesting. 
Energy-Aware Epidemic Routing (EAER) [46] is an extension of the n-
Epidemic routing, which aims to achieve the good performance in terms of packet 
delivery ratio and energy consumption. The n-parameter strategy is proposed for 
optimizing the possibility of transferring packets from a node to its neighbors when 
they are in the transmission range of each other. By using this technique a node will 
transmit its packet to the next node only when it is in range of at least n neighbors. 
They propose an energy-aware heuristic called Prevalence Strategy (PS), which 
manages the value of n based on the Current Energy Level (CEL) and Current 
Neighbour Node (CNN). When the residual energy of a node is low, the n-parameter 
value will be increased so the probability of being within the range of many nodes is 
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low and less transmission can be allowed, therefore the node can preserve more 
energy. 
Patel, et al. [47] proposed a new scheme for Spray and Wait routing called 
Vibrant Energy-aware Spray and Wait (VESW) to improve the energy efficiency of 
the Spray and Wait protocol. These energy-aware strategies were only applicable for 
Epidemic and Spray and Wait, and cannot be applied to other protocols. 
Previous work on energy-efficient DTN protocols has mostly analysed the 
energy performance of protocols. There has been little research done in energy-aware 
DTN routing protocols for mobile nodes that include energy harvesting as well as 
energy storage. The aim of this study is to propose a novel approach to enhance 
existing routing protocols with the expectation for high packet delivery through 
energy-aware forwarding decisions.  
2.6 THE ONE SIMULATOR  
The Opportunistic Networking Environment (The ONE) simulator is a Java 
program which makes complex DTN simulations more realistic [48]. The ONE has 
been widely used for DTN and mobility research. This simulator is able to use 
various movement models from synthetic models to real movement traces to create a 
motion model of nodes, forwarding messages between nodes through different DTN 
routing protocols and visualizing the mobility motion of nodes and message transfer 
in its graphical user interface.  
 
Figure 5. Overview of the ONE simulator [48] 
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The movement model of nodes, inter-node contacts, routing and message 
handling are the main functions of the ONE simulator. Visualization, reports and 
post-processing tools are used for analysing and collecting the results [49]. Figure 5 
shows an overview of the ONE simulator, which has four modules, namely, 
movement models, routing, event generator and visualization, and results. 
The movement models describe the motion of nodes during the simulation. The 
ONE simulator includes three types of movement model [46]: 1) Random Waypoint 
movement where nodes move randomly, 2) Various types of map-based movement, 
which are more realistic and nodes are limited to move on programmed paths and 3) 
External movement models, which use the time stamped coordinates as an input and 
nodes move based on that trace. This kind of movement can support both synthetic 
mobility and GPS traces of real world mobility. The external movement model is 
used in this study with the motion traces of animals (flying foxes). 
The routing module explains how the packets are forwarded between nodes. 
Six well-known routing protocols are implemented in the ONE: First Contact [8], 
Direct Delivery [27], Epidemic [28], Spray and Wait [29] , Prophet [32], Maxprop 
[36]. External DTN routing protocols can also be implemented in the ONE simulator. 
When two nodes enter within their communication range, all protocols check if there 
is any new packet that the node does not already possess in its buffer then try to 
exchange the new packets.  
Some routing protocols take very simple forwarding decisions while some 
other algorithms have more complex decisions based on mobility patterns, number of 
copies of the messages, contact time and energy availability.  
The event generator module in the ONE simulator includes two methods for 
generating messages: 1) message generators and 2) external event files. In message 
generator method, a message is generated randomly based on the destination, size 
and interval that can be changed for different scenarios. External event is a text file 
with timestamped events, which provide input for simulation. In this study, the 
message generator method is used representing regular GPS sensing of sensor 
position. 
The output is produced by the visualization and results module. ONE is 
capable of visualizing results of simulation in two ways: via an interactive Graphical 
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User Interface (GUI) and by generating images or graphs from the reports, which are 
created in the simulation [49].The One simulator can be run through two methods: 
GUI method and batch method. The GUI method is used for visualizing, testing and 
debugging whereas the batch mode is used for running multiple simulation scenarios 
with different parameters. 
 
Figure 6. Screenshot of GUI in The ONE 
As indicated in Figure 6, the GUI is presented in real time and shows locations 
of nodes indicated by blue points, movement of nodes during execution by red lines, 
radio range of each node by green circle, the number of messages that are carried by 
nodes and the map in the background. The GUI also has lists of nodes and event logs 
on the right hand side, which provide more information about nodes, messages, 
routing and connections between nodes. 
As each node has an energy budget, which is consumed for node activities such 
as forwarding, receiving, radio scanning and generating message, the energy 
mechanism [50] is implemented in the ONE simulator to analyse the impact of 
energy consumption on the DTN routing protocols. This energy module is added 
within the routing module in the ONE (as shown in Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Energy module in The ONE 
This work extends the open-source ONE simulator by allowing existing DTN 
protocols to make forwarding decisions based on the available energy resources. It 
also extends the energy modelling to include energy harvesting, where energy 
resources are replenished from sources such as solar cells.  
2.7 CONCLUSION  
From the literature reviewed it can be observed that there is a research gap in 
the area of energy efficient routing for Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs).  
In particular, existing work is either constrained to simulation of energy usage 
of existing network protocols, or proposes minor modifications of packet exchange 
protocols to make them consider the remaining energy budget. Additionally, while 
these proposals increase the message delivery rate, their energy consumption and 
node residual energies only consider transmission and listening energy costs for the 
radio, but not the sensing cost or the ability to gain energy through harvesting.  
We believe that energy needs to be considered as the core design of routing 
protocols and a packet exchange between two nodes should depend on the respective 
energy budgets (harvesting as well as energy storage) of both participating nodes.  
This research provides a comprehensive model of energy costs (radio and 
sensing) and gain (energy harvesting) in DTN. Based on this energy model, we 
propose novel enhancements of existing routing protocols that achieve higher packet 
delivery rates through energy-aware forwarding decisions. 
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Chapter 3: Research Problem and Hypothesis 
As explained above, Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) is an active area of 
research that has received considerable attention in the past decade. DTNs are well 
suited to challenging environments, defined by the lack of reliable end-to-end paths 
to destination, the available energy is not considered in the majority of existing DTN 
routing protocols when they make forwarding decisions. This limits both delivery 
probability and the network lifetime in energy constrained applications. 
 This research project aims at improving existing DTN routing protocols in 
terms of improving data delivery performance and reducing energy consumption. 
This project is motivated by the existing research of Commonwealth Scientific 
and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) into tracking flying-foxes with an 
attached sensor with a limited energy budget consisting of energy storage and energy 
harvesting. The aim of this research is to propose novel DTN routing strategies, 
which consider the available energy in making their routing decisions. The overall 
goal is to balance the energy spent for sensing and network communication to ensure 
energy-neutral operation of the nodes between harvesting events. This study explores 
novel energy-aware strategies that enhance packet delivery rates by carefully using 
the limited energy resources. 
3.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 The main research questions investigated in this thesis are summarized as 
follow: 
RQ1: What mechanisms can be added to existing DTN protocols to allow these 
protocols to vary behaviour based on available energy? 
RQ2: Using these mechanisms to adjust DTN behaviour, what improvements 
in DTN performance are achieved by the use of the new energy-aware protocols in 
scenarios such as flying fox tracking, and under what conditions do these 
mechanisms achieve the best performance?  
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3.2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
In order to answer the above research questions, the research methodology and 
plan are separated into four phases.  
Phase 1: Problem identification and motivation  
Goal: To gain a better understanding of existing routing protocols for DTN and 
energy consumption of DTN routing protocols 
• Task 1.1: Investigating the existing DTN routing protocols for traditional 
and contemporary routing protocols 
• Task 1.2: Focusing on the energy-aware routing protocols and comparing 
selective DTN routing protocols 
• Task 1.3: Identifying the gaps in current approaches  
Phase 2: Familiarity with modelling and simulation tools 
Goal: To develop a mobility model with the ONE simulation tool for selected 
DTN routing protocols based on typical flying fox behaviour. 
• Task 2.1: Building a simulation framework consisting of mobile sensing 
nodes, the base stations and imitating typical flying foxes behaviour 
• Task 2.2: Using GPS traces from real flying foxes to generate the motion 
traces of simulated groups of flying foxes 
• Task2.3: Making a scenario in ONE with 20 flying fox nodes, 5 foraging 
areas and 5 roosting camps, in which only 2 base station are employed in 
the roosting camps and sensor nodes periodically visit base stations 
between energy replenishment events (such as solar harvesting).  
• Task 2.4: Simulating popular DTN routing protocols based on the built 
GPS motion model of flying fox with random paths, and analyzing their 
performance 
• Task 2.5: Enabling the energy module in ONE, which considers the 
impact of energy consumption on the performance of DTN protocols. 
This energy model can be used for battery recharging, which makes the 
simulation scenario more realistic. 
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• Task 2.6: Measuring the energy performance for the selected existing 
DTN routing protocols 
Phase 3: Proposal of an enhanced routing protocol  
Goal: To design an enhanced routing protocol with improved delivery rates 
based on a given energy budget  
• Task 3.1: Two generalized strategies will be examined that extend existing 
routing protocols with energy-awareness, including energy harvesting and 
energy storage. An energy conservation state is defined in which the nodes 
stop participating in routing and stop collecting data to conserve energy for 
transmitting existing packets to the sink later. The Threshold strategy enters 
the conservation state based on a fixed energy threshold provided by the user. 
The Remaining Required Energy (RRE) strategy determines the optimal 
threshold based on the amount of data that a node needs to transmit to a sink. 
• Task 3.2: Implementing the enhanced routing protocol in the ONE 
simulator 
• Task 3.3: Evaluating the performance of routing protocols incorporating 
with energy-awareness mechanisms  
Phase 4: Evaluation of enhanced routing protocol against selective routing 
protocols 
Goal: To evaluate the performance of the proposed routing protocol in terms of 
packet delivery rates. 
• Task 4.1: The performance of energy-aware routing protocols will be 
compared with energy-unaware routing protocols in a broad range of 
different scenarios within the flying fox simulation. System parameters 
include energy harvesting rate, radio range, number of sensors and number of 
base stations will be varied, and performance measured. 
Task 4.2: Based on the performance analysis, conclusions will be drawn about 
the types of application scenarios in which the new protocols provide significant 
performance improvements. 
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Chapter 4: Proposed Energy-aware Algorithms 
In this section we propose two energy-aware strategies that extend common 
DTN protocols to take energy into consideration and achieve effective utilization of 
residual energy. Specifically, we focus on a specific family of applications that track 
mobile objects with regular daily motion patterns that rely on periodic replenishing 
of energy resources. 
In the reminder of this section we present more details on our specific 
application scenario of tracking wild flying foxes in Australia and then present two 
algorithms that allow existing routing protocols to adjust their functionality based on 
the energy constraints. The Threshold algorithm assumes that the user defines an 
energy threshold below which the node stops participating in packet forwarding and 
will only deliver direct packets to the destination. The Remaining Required Energy 
(RRE) algorithm automatically determines the optimal threshold for individual nodes 
based on the typical rate of packets that the node delivers directly to a destination per 
day. 
4.1  APPLICATION SCENARIO 
While the results of this work may be more generally applicable to mobile 
DTN applications, the algorithms and approaches are designed for a specific animal 
monitoring application – the tracking of fruit bats (flying foxes) across large foraging 
areas in Australia [7, 51] 
Specifically, flying foxes periodically visit foraging areas where they look for 
food and roosting camps where they come to rest in between the feeding events. 
Some of the roosting camps are equipped with base stations that can download data 
from animals and forward it to a server. The nodes deployed on animals have a small 
size and form factor. In addition to the suite of sensors that track animal location and 
activity, they have a solar panel that allows them to replenish their energy (flying 
foxes rest on trees during the day in direct sunlight, as opposed to caves used by 
microbats). Although flying foxes have frequent changes in motion patterns, foraging 
areas, and resting areas, they track regular daily patterns. These patterns can be 
exploited by routing protocols to improve packet delivery rates. 
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4.2 THRESHOLD ALGORITHM  
The threshold algorithm has a user-defined energy threshold below which the 
node will conserve its energy, and only transmit packets directly to a base station. 
The energy threshold Eth is a fixed percentage (thpercentage) of the harvested 
energy (Eh) in the system. Given the harvested energy Eh, we define the energy 
threshold as follows: 
Eth = thpercentage × Eh       (4.1) 
Once the stored energy falls below the threshold, the protocol will only 
transmit to a base station and it will not forward packets to other nodes or receive 
packets for forwarding (effectively the node changes to the Direct Delivery 
protocol).  
void int receiveMessage(Message m, Host from) 
{ 
if (Ecurrent < Eth ) then 
//Do not accept m for forwarding 
return RCV_FAIL_LOW_ENERGY 
…} 
void int startTransfer(Message m) 
{ 
if (Ecurrent < Eth ) then 
//Do not forward m 
return TRY_LATER_LOW_ENERGY 
…} 
In other words in java code, if current energy (Ecurrent) is less than the energy 
threshold (Eth) then nodes will neither forward nor accept the messages. 
The nodes will also stop collecting data from sensors (such as GPS) if the 
energy falls below a fixed threshold, as the energy requirements for sensing can also 
be significant. A threshold of 0% corresponds to no energy awareness and a 
threshold of 100% is equivalent to the Direct Delivery algorithm.  
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To illustrate the performance tradeoffs for lower, higher and optimum 
threshold in Threshold algorithm in terms of packet delivery and energy usage, we 
simulate 20 nodes (flying foxes) in their typical daily patterns (each day, each flying 
fox flies to a random foraging area , and then returns to a roosting area) with 500 m 
range and use 2 base stations. The nodes generate a packets every 4-5 minutes and 
communicate with each other in foraging area. They replenish their battery during 
the day and harvest energy at the end of day.  
Table I shows the amount of energy which all nodes used for forwarding, GPS 
sampling and delivering packets directly to the base station per day, before they 
harvest energy in the threshold algorithm  
For the low threshold, nodes consume lots of energy for forwarding packets. 
The nodes run out of energy well before the next energy harvesting event and then 
stop sampling. Therefore, many packets are left in their buffer as there is not enough 
energy for direct delivery to the base station.  
For high threshold on the other hand, nodes stop forwarding early and conserve 
their energy for direct transmission. While nodes have enough energy for sampling 
and direct delivery communication, they collect few packets from other nodes which 
reduce the packet delivery rates. The number of undelivered packets in the buffer is 
less than for the other thresholds as nodes have enough energy to deliver all their 
packets to the base station.  
It is more energy-efficient for nodes to have more forwarding than sampling to 
conserve their energy for more direct transmission. As exposed in the table I, the 
optimum threshold perform the best as it realize the right balance between 
forwarding and sampling to maximize the delivery rate.  
TABLE I.  PACKET DELIVERY AND ENERGY USAGE IN DIFFERENT THRESHOLD 
Per day/Threshold Low (1%) Optimum(3%) High(9%) 
Packet delivery 379 410 350 
Energy used 
91J (forwarding) 
439J (Sampling) 
20J (Direct delivery) 
67J (forwarding) 
461J (Sampling) 
21J (Direct delivery) 
3J (forwarding) 
534J (Sampling) 
18J (Direct delivery) 
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Implementation of the Threshold strategy in the ONE simulator is 
straightforward. Most implementations of DTN routing protocols rely on shared 
functions that are used by all routing protocols. For example, the “ActiveRouter” 
Java class implements the functionality associated with dropping packets due to the 
expired time-to-live field or full routing buffer. 
By extending the shared function components, energy-aware functionality can 
be enabled across all routing protocols. We can then utilize existing protocols to 
study mobile networks with periodic motion, specifically animal tracking scenarios.  
4.3 REMAINING REQUIRED ENERGY (RRE) ALGORITHM  
In the Threshold algorithm, users control performance of the routing protocol 
through the threshold parameter. However, it can be a tedious task to find the optimal 
value of the threshold as it depends on the operating conditions, such as changes in 
the energy harvested per day, or changes in the motion patterns of the tracked 
objects. The RRE algorithm derives the best value of the threshold denoted by ERRE 
automatically. 
The underlying principle is to conserve sufficient energy to allow nodes to 
transmit existing packets currently in their buffer to a base station at the time of their 
next encounter. Effectively, the strategy is to prioritize transmission of direct packets 
to the base station over multi-hop data muling packets and over sensing additional 
data. In designing this strategy we have tried different approaches. 
 The energy each node uses and harvests per day can change, the number of 
encounters with other nodes can also vary. We consider several approaches to 
estimating optimal ERRE. 
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4.3.1 Energy Estimation Based on Previous Day 
ERRE threshold can be estimated based on the amount of energy used to deliver 
packets directly to the base station in previous day (Etx_packetPrevious) and the energy 
required to scan the radio channel till the next recharging period (Escan). 
ERRE = Etx_packetPrevious + Escan      (4.2) 
Etx_paxketPrevious = NpreviousPacket × Etx_per_packet    (4.3) 
where NpreviousPacket is the number of direct packets that the node delivered to a base 
station in previous day and Etx_per_packet is the amount of energy that is needed to 
transmit one packet. 
However, this approach faces the following problems:  
• Nodes, which never meet base station, have set NpreviousPacket to 0 so ERRE 
becomes small and the nodes forward packets aggressively. Consequently, 
the nodes stop GPS sampling and forwarding packets to other nodes. 
• The amount of data delivered to a base station can change on a day-to-day 
basis, depending on encounters with other nodes and solar input. In this 
case, the nodes can be too aggressive and too conservative in their energy 
usage which results in sub-optimal performance. 
4.3.2 Energy Estimation Based on Current Buffer Size 
We estimated the RRE threshold (ERRE) based on the amount of energy 
required for delivering the current packets in the buffer (Etx_packetCurrent) to the base 
station and on the energy required for radio scanning (Escan). 
ERRE = Etx_packetCurrent + Escan      (4.4) 
Etx_paxketCurrent = NCurrentPacket × Etx_per_packet    (4.5) 
NCurrentPacket is the number of packets, which the node currently stores in its 
buffer.  
A drawback of this approach is that the nodes, which never meet the base 
station, store a lot of packets in their buffer as they never deliver any packets to the 
base station. ERRE becomes large number as the number of packet in the buffer 
(NCurrentPacket ) grows. The nodes conserve their energy and stop forwarding packets 
despite significant energy in their battery.  
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This results in a reduced chance of delivering packets to the base station. 
4.3.3 Energy Estimation Based on Packets Collected Today 
In this approach, ERRE depends on two factors: 1) the energy required to 
transmit all packets collected since the last encounter with a base station 
(Etx_packetToday) and 2) the energy required for the node to run its basic functions until 
its energy is next recharged (Escan), which is dominated by radio scanning the radio 
channel for the presence of a base station. The energy threshold for entering the 
energy conservation state is therefore:  
ERRE = Etx_packetToday + Escan      (4.6) 
where Etx_packetToday estimates the energy needed to deliver packets to a base station 
based on the node’s current packet buffer size and Escan can be estimated given the 
remaining time until the next energy harvesting event.  
The following equations define the energy that is used for forwarding current 
packets and radio scanning:  
Etx_packetToday = NpacketToday × Etx_per_packet × Ctx_loss   (4.7) 
NpacketToday = NcurrentPackets - NPreviousDayPackets    (4.8) 
Escan = (tremainig_time ÷ tscaninterval) × Erx_scan    (4.9) 
where NpacketToday is the number of packets that the node received and/or generated 
today. Etx_per_packet is the amount of energy that is needed to transmit one packet. As 
some packets may be lost due to collisions, we use a multiplication factor Ctx_loss to 
ensure enough energy is reserved for packet retransmissions. tremainig_time is the time 
until the node starts harvesting energy next time, tscaninterval is the time interval that 
node scans its radio for presence of another node, and Erx_scan is the amount of energy 
that node uses to scan the radio channel.  
Similar to the threshold algorithm, the RRE algorithm can be implemented in 
the lower layers of the network stack and thus is reusable across many mainstream 
DTN routing protocols. The RRE algorithm requires the nodes to be able to 
accurately estimate the time when they next recharge their battery resources and the 
time of the next contact with a base station. Both assumptions are true in our 
motivating application, or indeed other solar energy based deployments of sensor 
networks that collect data at regular periods. 
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Chapter 5: Evaluation and Analysis 
Comprehensive evaluations of both the Threshold and RRE algorithms with 
mainstream DTN protocols are undertaken using the ONE simulator [48]. The focus 
is on realistic evaluation of these protocols within the scope of the motivating 
application of tracking flying foxes. The simulation scenario and extension of the 
ONE simulator to support empirically based simulations are described, followed by 
discussion of the evaluation metrics and results. 
5.1 SIMULATION EXTENSION AND SCENARIO 
Configuring a simulation scenario in the ONE simulator involves defining 
motion traces, packet generation events, and hardware-related simulation parameters. 
The ONE simulator supports external motion traces for the simulated nodes and 
accepts time-series of node locations (t, id, x, y) as an input.  
As the flying foxes dataset is relatively sparse in recorded contacts between 
animals, we therefore model behavior and motion patterns of the animals based on 
empirical traces. Specifically, we classify the animal behavior into one of three 
states: resting, foraging, and travelling between foraging sites. The animals are 
stationary in the resting state, follow random movement within the foraging area in 
the foraging state and follow the shortest path with random fluctuation to travel 
between foraging areas.  
Parameters of the random motion were obtained empirically from existing 
flying fox movement traces. The behavior and motion model generates a single 
motion trajectory for one day in the life of a flying fox and we use this as an input in 
the ONE simulator. 
The energy consumption model in the ONE simulator (Silva, et al. [50]) was 
insufficient for our purpose, as it does not support energy harvesting. We extended 
the simulator to allow for periodic harvesting of energy at predefined time intervals 
(such as daylight periods for solar harvesting) and introduced a parameter that limits 
capacity of the energy storage. This research extended the simulator by adding two 
functions: rechargeEnergy and increaseEnergy. The rechargeEnergy function is a 
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time-based function that periodically increases energy resources at all nodes at 
specific times of day. Note that the energy resources can never go above the capacity 
of energy storage, which is a configuration parameter. These functions allow 
simulation of energy harvesting to recharge batteries. (See appendix E)  
5.2 SIMULATION SCENARIO 
We define five roosting areas and five foraging areas. The node placement, 
map paths and node identifiers are shown in Figure 8. Two roosting areas are 
equipped with base stations (b20-b21). Twenty animals are equipped with Camazotz 
sensors.  
Flying foxes (F0-F19) travel to a random forging area (rectangles), which takes 
1 hour for flying and they remain there for another 1 hour then return to a randomly 
chosen roosting area, which takes 1 hour flying. Ten flying foxes return to a roosting 
area with a base station every night, the other animals never roost at a base-station 
camp.  
 
Figure 8. Screenshot of the ONE when nodes are flying  
F: flying foxes 
: Forging area 
b: Base station 
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When flying foxes return to roosting area they remain there for 100 second 
(about 2 minutes) during which an energy harvesting event occurs, then start again 
traveling to the foraging area. These simulation times do not represent real durations 
of these phases. In reality roosting lasts up to 14 hours, and foraging lasts up to 8 
hours.  
By shortening the roosting and foraging periods, we were able to significantly 
speed up the simulations. We argue that this was not at an expense of accuracy of the 
simulation and the results are indicative of the real-world performance. Specifically, 
the underlying network connectivity changes little as the flying foxes move only 
short distances relative to the communication range during roosting and foraging. 
Furthermore, given the high throughput of our radios, the low node density, and the 
low amount of data traffic generated per day, our communication links operate well 
below their capacity, so all network exchange can complete in few tens of seconds. 
 
 
Figure 9. Screenshot of the ONE when nodes are in forging area 
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Figure 9 shows nodes in forging areas (rectangles) where they communicate 
with other nodes. The communication range is shown by green circle around each 
node (also see close-up in Figure 10). Figure 10 also indicates the connection 
between nodes with a black line and messages carried by each node by blue or green 
filled rectangles. If nodes have more than 10 messages then another column of 
rectangles with red color is shown.  
 
Figure 10. Screenshot of the ONE when nodes are in the range of each other 
The scenario runs for one week (7 days and 7 nights). The flying and foraging 
time is 3 hours, and during this time GPS position readings are made every 4 – 6 
minutes. Each reading generates a 100 byte packet, and each node generates 
approximately 3.5KB per day. If a node runs out of energy, it cannot take any more 
GPS readings or participate in communication. 
The number of potential packets generated per day (if no nodes run out of 
energy) is approximately 20 nodes x 12 packets per hour x 3 hours, The exact 
number for these simulations is 727. Dividing the packets delivered by 727 gives the 
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potential packet delivery percentage, e.g. since only half the flying foxes return to 
base station equipped roosting areas, Direct Delivery delivers around 360 packets per 
day, or 50% delivery rate.  
Figure 11 shows the network communications in the flying fox scenario. There 
are three phases in their activity:  
• Part A: Flying foxes come back to the roosting camps to rest and 
deliver packets to the base stations. 
• Part B: Flying foxes are feeding in foraging areas and communicate 
with sensor nodes on other animals. 
• Part C: Flying foxes commute between foraging and roosting places 
and occasionally communicate with other animals that fly nearby. 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Overview of network communications in the flying fox scenario 
Our selection of simulation parameters was motivated by the existing system 
deployment. The nodes include batteries with 300mAh capacity corresponding to 
4000J of stored energy. Each GPS reading consumes energy of 0.75 J. We use a low-
power listening scheme set with 1% radio duty cycle [52] that uses 0.052J to transmit 
a packet and 0.002J to receive a packet or scan the radio channel for presence of 
another node. Radio range is 500m, transmission speed is 250 kbps, and each node 
has 5MB buffer space. The packet buffers are large enough to store all messages 
: Roosting camp 
: Forging area 
: Sensor node 
A 
B 
C 
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generated during the simulation. Each day, sensor nodes harvest energy up to the 
maximum battery capacity.  
We adjusted some simulation parameters to indicate how their variation can 
affect the performance of algorithms. The summary of fixed simulation setup 
information is given in Table II and Table III shows parameters that we varied for the 
purposes of evaluation. 
TABLE II.  SIMULATION FIXED PARAMETERS 
Num Simulation Parameters Value 
1 Simulation time 21hr  
2 Movement Model External Movement 
3 Message size 100b 
4 Buffer size 5Mb 
5 Update Interval 0.01 
6 Battery Capacity 300mAh-4000J 
7 Transmit Energy 0.052J 
8 Scan Energy 0.001J 
9 Receive Energy 0.002J 
10 Sensing Energy 0.75J 
11 Message generation interval 4-6 minutes 
 
TABLE III.  SIMULATION VARIED PARAMETERS 
Num Simulation Parameters Value 
1 Recharge Energy 20J-30J-40J 
2 Number of base station 2-3-5 
4 Number of nodes  10-20 
5 Transmit Range 100m-500m-5km 
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5.3 PERFORMANCE METRICS 
We consider three metrics in our evaluation. The first metric was adapted for 
the purposes of our simulation scenario, while the remaining two are commonly used 
in literature. 
• Packets Delivered (per day): This is the main performance metric. The 
number of packets delivered to the base station is used rather than the 
more standard delivery rate metric (i.e., percentage of packets that are 
delivered to the destination). The reason is that the number of generated 
packets can vary for different nodes and routing protocols, as nodes do not 
generate packets when they run out of energy and their energy is below a 
fixed threshold. We normalize the metric per simulation day, so it is 
independent of the duration of the simulation.   
Packets Delivered (per day)=	(	×		
)	
  
Where D is the number of delivered messages, Tperday is the time of each 
day and Tsimulation is the simulation time. 
• Overhead Ratio: This is defined as the ratio of total number of packets 
transmitted in the network and the number of uniquely delivered packets. 
Overhead Ratio= ()  
Where R is the number of messages relayed during the simulation and D is 
number of messages delivered to the base station. 
• Average Latency: This is calculated as the average time it takes a packet to 
be delivered to a base station. 
Average Latency=  (			)


 
Where Tr is the time when message received, Tc is the time when message 
created and Nr is the number of received messages. 
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5.4 SIMULATION RESULTS AND CRITICAL ANALYSES OF RESULTS 
We evaluate performance of both Threshold and RRE algorithms with 4 
popular DTN routing protocols: Epidemic, Prophet, SprayAndWait, and Direct 
Delivery under different operating condition within the flying fox simulation.  
We calculate statistics based on 3 randomized trials and show average results. 
Following that, we investigate the impact of variation of some parameters such as 
energy harvesting, radio range, number of nodes and number of base station on 
performance of the algorithms in terms of different metrics. 
5.4.1 Impact of Varied Energy Harvesting 
Three different harvesting scenarios are investigated to evaluate how the 
energy-aware algorithms work under different conditions:   
• Low energy: Daily energy harvesting is 20J, and is slightly higher than the 
minimum energy required for direct transmissions of generated packets to a 
base station and continuous radio scanning of the radio channel.  
• Medium energy: The energy harvesting is 30J, which is sufficient to support 
some store-carry-forward of packets to the base station. Flooding protocols 
(such as Epidemic) still run out of energy. 
• High energy: The energy harvesting is 40J, which is double the low energy 
setting, which should be sufficient to transmit all data to the base station. 
For varied energy harvesting scenario we used 20 nodes, 2 base stations, 500m 
transmit range and messages are generated every 4 - 6 minutes.  
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(a) medium energy budget (30J) 
 
 
(b) low energy budget (20J) 
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(c) high energy budget (40J) 
Figure 12. Delivered packets per day for various energy budget in Threshold 
algorithm for different thresholds. 
 Figure 12 shows the number of packets that are delivered to the base station 
per day using the Threshold algorithm for three different energy budgets. Note that 
the threshold of zero in the Threshold algorithm corresponds to an unmodified 
operation of the routing protocol that ignores the available energy. When the 
threshold is one, on the other hand, the protocols only deliver direct packets.  
In general, all three forwarding protocols improve performance compared to 
Direct Delivery protocol which ignores the available energy, and their delivery rates 
can be increased by up to 20%. Epidemic protocol performs worse due to its high 
forwarding costs. SprayAndWait and Prophet perform similarly as both constrain the 
network traffic to prevent network-wide flooding. However, Prophet has more space 
for improvement once we enable energy-awareness as it is able to use constrained 
energy resources more efficiently.  
In summary, an improvement of 10-20% can be achieved by optimizing the 
threshold. Prophet achieves the best performance, as it is able to utilize periodic 
motion patterns of the animals to maximize the probability of data delivery at the 
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base station. Epidemic protocol performs the worst, as it consumes energy on 
duplicate packets that potentially get delivered to the base station multiple times.  
We note that in the low and medium energy scenarios, all protocols perform 
similar to Direct Delivery protocol for threshold close to one, whereas in high energy 
scenario they perform higher than Direct Delivery protocol. This is because in high 
energy scenario, nodes harvest more energy than daily usage, so they can store their 
energy in the battery for next day and can forward packet to other nodes. 
Further note that the threshold at which individual routing protocols perform 
the best is different: Epidemic and SprayAndWait performs best at 0.3, while 
Prophet performs best at 0.5 in medium and high energy scenario. This is because 
Epidemic and SprayAndWait algorithms forward packets without any information 
about the network and thus benefit more when they stop forwarding packets early.  
In the medium energy scenario (a), the optimal threshold improves the original 
SprayAndWait, Epidemic, Prophet routing protocols by 9%, 17%, 13% respectively 
(recall that a threshold of 0 corresponds to the unmodified algorithm). The optimal 
threshold can change under different operating conditions, such as different energy 
harvesting rates, packet generation rates, or changed motion patterns. This illustrates 
the need for a protocol that can achieve optimal routing performance when operating 
conditions change. Figures 13 and 14 shows the Average Latency and Overhead 
Ratio for medium energy budget scenario. 
 
Figure 13.  Overhead ratio for medium energy budget (30J) in Threshold 
algorithm for different thresholds 
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Figure 14. Average Latency for medium energy budget (30J) in Threshold 
algorithm for different thresholds 
We can see that as the threshold increases, or as the nodes increasingly limit 
their participation in data muling, the number of packet retransmissions (the packet 
overhead ratio) decreases (Figure 13). Larger threshold allows nodes to conserve 
their energy for direct transmissions to the base stations. Therefore, the nodes will be 
able to transmit packets collected in the foraging area to the base station. As many of 
these packets were generated before nodes entered the foraging area, the average 
latency will increase (Figure 14). However, if we increase the threshold past the 
optimum, the nodes will spend all their allocated energy before they enter the 
foraging area, which leads to a sharp fall in the average latency.  
 
TABLE IV.  PACKET DELIVERY RESULTS FOR VARIED HARVESTING 
(IMPROVEMENT COMPARED TO ENERGY UNAWARE IN 
BRACKETS) 
Harvesting Low Energy Medium Energy High Energy 
Algorithm Energy Unaware 
Best 
Threshold RRE 
Energy 
Unaware 
  Best 
Threshold RRE 
 Energy 
 Unaware 
Best 
Threshold RRE 
Epidemic 280 
316 
(13%) 
324 
(16%) 
419 
489 
(17%) 
500 
(19%) 
539 
614 
(14%) 
603 
(12%) 
Prophet 315 
354 
(12%) 
355 
(13%) 
469 
531 
(13%) 
533 
(13%) 
582 
652 
(12%) 
632 
(9%) 
  Spray&Wait 312 
341 
(9%) 
343 
(10%) 
477 
522 
(9%) 
524 
(10%) 
630 
655 
(4%) 
656 
(4%) 
DirectDelivery 234 234 234 358 358 358 367 367 367 
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Finally, Table IV compares the performance of the routing protocols for all 
three energy scenarios, in each case showing results for the energy-unaware version 
(effectively a threshold of 0%), the best threshold algorithm, and the RRE algorithm. 
Relative improvements of the best threshold and RRE to the base algorithm are also 
shown.  
The results show Direct Delivery is unaffected by the new protocols and is 
consistently the worst performer. Threshold strategy with an optimal threshold 
improves performance of energy unaware algorithms by 9-17%. RRE strategy 
performs similarly to the best threshold algorithm and slightly outperforms the best 
threshold algorithm in scenarios with medium and low energy budget.  
However, for the high energy harvesting scenario the best threshold strategy 
sometimes outperformed the RRE strategy. This is because RRE reserves energy 
based on the packets stored in its buffer. If many copies of packets are generated 
(e.g. by Epidemic) and stored at different nodes, then unnecessary energy is reserved 
for delivery of these multiple packets, and less can be used for collecting data and 
gathering other packets . The overall best performer in lower and medium energy is 
the Prophet algorithm with RRE enhancements. As the medium energy budget has 
the best performance in terms of packet delivery and improvement of RRE and 
threshold algorithms, we have continued our work with using the medium energy and 
varied other parameters. 
5.4.2 Impact of Varying Transmit Range 
In this section, the performance of the algorithms are evaluated based on varied 
transmit range from medium range (500m) to low range (100m) and high range 
(5km). For this scenario 20 nodes and 2 Base Station are used and message is 
generated every 4 - 6 minutes.  
RRE and threshold algorithm improve the performance of energy-unaware 
algorithms by 8-28 %. The best threshold for most protocols in low and medium 
ranges (100m , 500m) is 0.3 and in high range (5km) is 0.5 (see graphs in Appendix 
A). As nodes in lower ranges have less connectivity, they get more benefit by 
participating in data muling.  
On the other hand, larger communication range results in more forwarded 
packets. Therefore, higher energy threshold is needed for optimal performance. 
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Similar to section 5.4.1 it is observed that the best threshold is not static and changes 
based on different operating conditions. 
The Best Threshold outperformed the RRE strategy for high transmit range. 
This is because nodes have more connectivity and can collect more packets from 
other nodes. As RRE strategy reserves energy based on the number of stored packets 
in the buffer, nodes use more energy for forwarding packets which leads to nodes 
running out of energy.  
However, RRE and the best threshold algorithms perform similarly in low and 
medium radio range scenario with RRE usually slightly better (see Appendix A for 
more detailed results).  
Table V compares the behavior of all algorithms on the fixed threshold for 
different ranges in terms of packet delivery.  
 
TABLE V.  PACKET DELIVERY RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT TRANSMIT RANGE 
(IMPROVEMENT COMPARED TO ENERGY UNAWARE IN BRACKET) 
Transmit 
Range 
Low 100m Medium 500m High 5km 
Algorithm 
Energy 
Unaware 
Fixed 
Threshold 
(0.3) 
Energy 
Unaware 
Fixed 
Threshold 
(0.3) 
Energy 
Unaware 
Fixed 
Threshold 
(0.3) 
Epidemic 448 504 (13%) 419 489 (17%) 387 457 (18%) 
Prophet 511 552 (8%) 469 531 (13%) 468 511 (9%) 
Spray&Wait 488 532 (9%) 477 522 (9%) 463 501 (8%) 
DirectDelivery 358 358 358 358 355 355 
 
It is clear that for the high transmit range, the results for Direct Delivery is 
slightly lower than other radio range scenarios since nodes with high rage enter into 
the range of base station earlier. The nodes will use more energy for delivering 
existing packets to the base station, which leads to depleting their battery. The node 
then stops collecting packets until the next recharge time. Direct Delivery has the 
worst performance and is unaffected by energy-aware strategies.   
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Table V illustrates that for a fixed threshold, low transmit range scenario has 
the highest delivery rate. As transmit range increases, delivery rate decreases, 
because the nodes forward more packets and have less energy available for 
generating and delivering packets to the base station. 
To have a better understanding of how packet delivery decreases by increasing 
transmit range, Figure 15 shows the overhead ratio of all algorithms for different 
transmit ranges in RRE algorithm. 
 
Figure 15. Overhead Ratio in RRE for different transmit range 
Clearly, overhead ratio for all routing protocols increases with the transmit 
range. This is because nodes with bigger range can transmit more packets and so 
consume more energy for transmitting and have less energy for packet delivery. For 
all radio ranges, the overhead ratio will decrease by increasing the threshold since 
participation of nodes in data muling is limited and nodes conserve their energy for 
delivering packets directly to the base station. (See figures in Appendix B for 
detailed results).  
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Figure 16. Average Latency in RRE for different transmit range 
We also present the average latency of algorithms as shown in Figure 16. The 
figure indicates that when transmit range increases, the average latency decreases as 
higher range typically leads to fewer hops to the base station. (see figures in 
Appendix C for detailed results). 
5.4.3 Impact of Different Number of Nodes 
In this section we evaluate how different numbers of sensors affect the 
performance of algorithms in both threshold and RRE strategies. We then investigate 
the performance of the algorithms by increasing the number of Base Stations (BSs). 
In this scenario we have decreased the number of nodes from 20 to 10 with 500 
m transmit range. Two Base Stations (BSs) are deployed in roosting camps and a 
message is generated every 4 - 6 minutes. We also define two other scenarios in 
which we use three and five rooting camps with base stations  
Figure 17 shows the performance of all algorithms in threshold and RRE 
strategies for different number of nodes and base station.  
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(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 17. Packet Delivery in threshold and RRE algorithm for. a) 10 nodes-
2 BS, b) 20 nodes- 2 BS c) 20 nodes- 3 BS, d) 20 nodes -5 BS  
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We make the following observations on the performance of the algorithms (see 
Figure 17): 
• As the number of nodes increases (Fig.16 a,b), packet delivery increases 
because the network becomes denser and nodes encounter more relay 
nodes. More messages are generated and transmitted, which leads to 
higher delivery rate to the base station. 
• In the 10 nodes scenario (Fig.16 a), all algorithms perform similarly in 
both strategies and improvement of RRE and best threshold strategies 
compared to energy-unaware protocols is low (2-3%). However, in 20 
nodes scenario with 2 base stations (Fig.16 b) these strategies improve the 
performance of energy-unaware algorithms by 9-17% and Prophet 
performs the best compared to other algorithms.  
• The best threshold for SprayAndWait and Epidemic in (Fig.16 a,b) is 0.3, 
and 0.5 for Prophet. 
• In (Fig.16 a) the best threshold strategies slightly outperform the RRE 
strategy as less packets are present in each node’s buffer (less forwarding) 
and RRE conserves energy based on the number of packets stored in the 
buffer. However, in (Fig.16 b) RRE strategy slightly outperforms the best 
threshold strategy due to more forwarding (also see in Appendix D).  
• Direct delivery protocol performs the same in the new scenarios. We 
observe a higher delivery rate for higher number of nodes, because more 
messages are created and delivered to the base station as the network 
becomes larger (Fig.16 a,b).  
• By comparing (Fig.16 b,c,d) it is obvious that when the number of base 
station increases, more packets are delivered as with more base stations, 
nodes have a higher chance to deliver packets to the base station. 
• When we have 3 base stations (Fig.16 c), all algorithms perform the best 
for 0.7 threshold whereas in 2 base stations scenario (Fig.16 b) the best 
performance for most algorithms is at 0.3.  
• We also observe that in 5 base stations scenario (Fig.16 d) with lower 
threshold (where nodes can forward more packets) all algorithms perform 
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worse than Direct delivery. This is because with more base stations, nodes 
are more likely to directly deliver packets. Both Threshold and RRE 
strategies conserve energy for direct delivery, which becomes 
counterproductive.  
•  In (Fig.16 d) Direct delivery protocol performs the best since all roosting 
camps have base station and nodes do not need to forward their packets to 
other nodes so by forwarding packets they waste their energy.  
5.4.4 Summary 
In this section, we summarize the performance of the existing algorithms with 
RRE and threshold strategies under different operating conditions such as different 
energy harvesting rates, transmit range, number of nodes and base stations.  
As we adjusted some parameters to evaluate the performance of algorithms, we 
have learned some important lessons. 
• The optimum threshold in the threshold algorithm depends on the different 
operating condition and needs to be adapted in an online fashion. 
• The best improvement of our strategies have been seen in the scenario 
with medium energy harvesting (30J), medium transmit range (500m), 20 
nodes and 2 base stations. The optimum threshold and RRE strategies 
improve energy-unaware protocols by up to 20%. Also RRE sometimes 
outperforms the best threshold.  
• Although in the 3 base stations scenario packet delivery is higher than in 
the 2 base stations scenario, the performance of RRE strategy for 3 base 
stations is less than the optimum threshold.  
• Direct Delivery protocols perform the best for 5 base stations scenarios. 
• The overall best performer is Prophet algorithm with RRE enhancement in 
medium energy harvesting scenario (30J) with 500m transmit range, 20 
nodes and 2 base stations. 
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5.5 COMPARISON BETWEEN PREVIOUS AND PROPOSED DTN 
PROTOCOLS  
This section compares between the previous and proposed energy-efficient DTN 
protocols. As listed in Table VI, none of the previous work considered energy 
harvesting, or accounted for the battery cost of sensor sampling, which can be 
significant for sensors with the Global Positioning System (GPS) unit. Even some 
protocols account for energy consumption; however, they do not incorporate the 
implementation of energy-aware routing strategies. In addressing the limitations of 
previous studies, this research proposes two enhancement strategies for DTN routing 
protocols, including consideration of energy harvesting, implementation of energy-
aware routing and incorporation of the cost of sensor sampling.   
TABLE VI.  COMPARISON BETWEEN PREVIOUS AND PROPOSED DTN 
PROTOCOLS 
 Measurement 
on energy 
consumption 
Consideration 
of energy 
harvesting. 
Implementation 
of energy-aware 
routing strategy 
Inclusion of 
battery cost of 
sensor  
sampling  
Five DTN routing 
protocols evaluated by 
Socievole [33] 
Four existing DTN 
routing protocols 
investigated by 
Cabacas, et al. [39] 
Yes No No No 
Performance of DTN 
routing protocols 
evaluated by Li,et al 
[40] 
Yes No No No 
A message-driven based 
energy-efficient add-on 
to the existing routing 
protocols proposed by 
Chaithanya Manam [42] 
[43] 
Yes 
 
No Yes No 
EXLIOSE proposed by 
Sghaier, et al. [44] 
Yes 
 
No 
 
Yes No 
Vibrant Energy-aware 
Spray and Wait (VESW) 
proposed by Patel, et al. 
[47] 
Energy-Aware Epidemic 
Routing (EAER) 
proposed by Rango, et al 
[46] 
Yes 
 
No 
 
Yes No 
Proposed protocol - 
Remaining Required 
Energy (RRE) protocol 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work 
In this thesis, Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) and DTN routing algorithms 
were investigated for wildlife tracking application. We used animal motion traces 
from flying foxes tracking application and extended the ONE simulator to simulate 
animals in their typical daily patterns, such as food foraging within a feeding area or 
transitioning between different feeding areas. Simulation parameters were setup 
based on the actual tracking hardware given the associated size, and weight 
constraints. The main challenge under investigation is limited available energy 
resources and limited node connectivity in long-term animal tracking applications.  
Based on our literature review, while previous researchers investigated energy 
consumption of protocols, they have not modified the behavior of the algorithms in 
terms of available energy and have not considered energy harvesting. In general, 
previous work on energy-aware protocols for DTNs is limited in its scope.  
In this study, two strategies for DTN protocols are proposed that consider the 
available energy in making their routing decisions. These techniques are evaluated in 
terms of appropriate utilization of residual energy that translates to higher packet 
delivery rates. The Threshold algorithm assumes that the user defines an energy 
threshold, below which the node stops participating in forwarding packets to other 
nodes and will only deliver packets directly to the destination. The Remaining 
Required Energy (RRE) algorithm automatically determines the optimal threshold for 
individual nodes based on the energy required to transmit all packets back to the base 
station. We only consider packets collected since the last time energy was recharged 
to avoid depleting energy resources. These two algorithms allow existing routing 
protocols to modify their behaviour based on the energy constraints and different 
operating condition.  
We evaluated both Threshold and RRE strategies through traces from an 
empirical flying fox dataset. We average the results over several motion traces and 
show that the strategies generalize well to different operating condition. Specifically 
we varied different system parameters such as energy harvesting rate, radio range, 
number of sensors and number of base stations to measure and compared the 
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performance of energy-aware routing protocols with energy-unaware routing 
protocols in different scenarios. 
Our results show that, the Threshold algorithm with optimum threshold and 
RRE algorithm can improve data yields of the energy-aware Spray&Wait, Epidemic 
and Prophet routing protocols by up to 20% compared to energy-unaware routing 
protocols. Furthermore, the RRE offers similar performance as the Threshold 
strategy for the optimal threshold. RRE can achieve similar or better performance 
compared to optimum threshold in low energy and medium energy scenarios. As we 
expected, the threshold algorithm gives higher latency but its major advantage is the 
increased number of messages finally delivered to the base station. 
As the result for different types of application scenarios has shown, the new 
strategies provide significant performance improvement (up to 20%) in the scenario 
with medium harvesting (30J), medium transmit range (500m), two base stations and 
20 nodes. Overall, the Prophet protocol has the best performance with RRE 
enhancement in this scenario as prophet select the best relay node based on the 
information of the node.  
A key future research is improving the RRE strategy to have higher delivery 
rates for all algorithms compared to the best threshold of the Threshold algorithm. 
There is clearly a need for further research in more advanced energy-aware routing 
protocols.  
Another area of future work is investigating the application of these energy-
aware algorithms in different application scenarios, for example in scenarios where 
data collection and energy harvesting are both being undertaken during the day. We 
also plan to investigate how variable energy harvesting affects the algorithms’ 
performance. 
Currently, the best threshold is chosen manually and in future research it can be 
investigated how this can be determined automatically.  
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 Appendices  
Appendix A  
 Packet Delivery Result for Varied Transmit Range 
 
Figure 18. Packets delivered for medium transmit range (500m) in   
Threshold algorithm 
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Figure 19. Packets delivered for low transmit range (100m) in Threshold 
algorithm 
 
Figure 20. Packets delivered for high transmit range (5km) in Threshold 
algorithm  
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Appendix B 
Overhead Ratio Result for Varied Transmit Range 
 
Figure 21. Overhead ratio for low transmit range (100m) in Threshold 
algorithm 
 
Figure 22. Overhead ratio for high transmit range (500m) in Threshold 
algorithm 
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Appendix C 
 Average Latency Result for Varied Transmit Range 
 
Figure 23.  Average Latency for high transmit range (5km) in Threshold  
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Figure 24. Average Latency for low transmit range (100m) in Threshold 
algorithm  
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Appendix D 
Packet delivery Data for Different Number of Nodes 
TABLE VII.  PACKET DELIVERY FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF NODES  
 
Number of 
nodes 
10 nodes 20 nodes 
Algorithm 
Energy 
Unaware 
Best 
Threshold 
RRE 
Energy 
Unaware 
Best 
Threshold 
RRE 
Epidemic 260 270 (4%) 
268 
(3%) 
419 489 (17%) 
500 
(19%) 
Prophet 278 283 (2%) 
283 
(2%) 
469 531 (13%) 
533 
(13%) 
Spray&Wait 267 276 (3%) 
273 
(2%) 
477 522 (9%) 
524 
(10%) 
DirectDelivery 179 179 179 358 358 358 
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Appendix E 
 
void int rechargeEnergy (ModuleComunicationBus comBus) 
{ 
if (Tcurrent = Tresting state )  
       then 
       increaseEnergy(HarvestEnergy) 
     } 
 
void int increaseEnergy (double amount) 
{ 
if (amount + currentEnergy >= batteryCapacity
 ) { 
       then 
       Energy budget = batteryCapacity 
    } 
   else { 
Energy Budget= amount + currentEnergy 
…} 
} 
